In the past, building structure is only to keep the stability and ensure the function of the building. With continuously high technology and new materials applied in the area of building now, structure has been the new and important factor of architecture spacial form. The combination of architecture morphology and structuralism is the combination of thought and practice.
1.Introduction
Through the ages, any outstanding architectural works must also have excellent chic appearance, solid and reasonable structure and contemporary design.
Structure of architecture refers to the spatial stress framework of buildings, which can be either completely hidden in the architectural modeling or a part of the architecture itself for its artistic beauty. It is the vessel of human activity and the only way to model the space and form of architecture. For example, the ternary structure (roof, body and pedestal) of Chinese traditional architecture, the traditional column structure of ancient Greek architecture, the vault roof of ancient Rome and the unique structures of Byzantine architecture and Gothic architecture whose architectural mode lings are just shaped by their unique structures. In the long history of world architecture, every transformation of the architectural style is necessarily related to the change of structure system. Or, to put it in another way, the formal beauty and the structure system of architecture have been all the time with the mutual promotion and development.
Relationship between Architectural Structure and Form
Structure exists in all things on earth, as is observed in a leaf of a plant, a bone of an animal and even virtual network. Meanwhile the structure and the form coexist in all things, and they are closely related to each other. The architectural structure has a predominant influence on its inner space and external styling. Without structure, there wouldn't be any architectural form. Therefore the structure design is the linchpin in the whole architectural designing, which plays a vital role in the appearance effect and structural stability of the entire architecture.
Since the first shabby shelter created by the Chinese ancient appeared, this timber architecture system that supports the roof has constantly been explored and excavated. House constructed in trees in the ancient times is actually the original prototype of timber architecture. Later on, for lack of skills to build since it is easier to analyze the distribution of the actual internal structure force when they are built. So as architects, when we design the structure and shape of the buildings, we must do as following rules:
The surface structure design should be as concise as possible, making it easier to form the stress concentration or deformation concentration, thus forming the seismic weak link. So, more attention should be put on it.
If the vertical structure system is uneven along the vertical stiffness, some part of buildings may initially deform under an earthquake, so make sure that it is uniform and continuous in structure design.
Structures will exist eccentricity for the inconsistency between the center of mass and stiffness, and, as for the building itself, that would give torsion effect as a result of accelerating destruction. So it is very important to keep the consistency between the center of mass and stiffness. What is the most important thing to architectural design is to keep the stable system and load bearing system going well first, and then need to keep the consistency between the structure and shape. Here the designer uses the most simple way taking the form as the structure feature and continuing historical culture of the regional architecture, which has showed that the first point of structural design is to use the real structure to mould true form, and start from the moment to design honestly and be faithful to the design.
Combination of Architectural

Earthy Ideas Make Amazing Creation
Modern architect Mies van DE lo (Ludwig Mies van der Rohe) of the Farnsworth house is known as the "house with view", which is all made by steel and glass, with 8 steel columns like "I" shape supporting the ground and the top, all sides are full-length glasses.
Apart from the closed space which hides a small bathroom and mechanical equipments, there is no other fixed segmental space. Th is building has extreme simplicity of nature and is full of controversy, and of the most romantic characteristics.
Bionic Structure Design
Now more and more architects prefer to design construction from the perspective of bionics similar to some natural biological structure. For example, known 967 as "the fourth generation of stadium" of the Chinese national stadium "bird's nest" design inspires from nature bird nest, the structures are exposed, woven by the giant shape of saddle steel truss. Associated with the "bird's nest" is national swimming center "water cube", whose design simulates the arrangement of water molecules and the natural structure of soap bubbles. the membrane structure is at the top in the world. This peculiar and creative configuration has never appeared in the building structure. These bionic architectures not only make things in the nature more closer to people's life, but also show the harmony between human and nature in the deep structure, thus enable people to experience the power of "the harmony of heaven and men". 
Unconventional Design
Ecological and Sustainable Design
Nowadays, in the emerging global energy crisis, the architectural design of sustainability in the very great degree has become one of the most important factors that affects mankind's living environment in the future. Therefore, architects and structure engineers should take natural lighting and ventilation into accounts at the beginning of designing architectural structure and form, control energy consumption of outside building, choose recycled construction materials, reduce the waste of non-renewable resources, thus creating a sustainable development of human building environment.
Conclusion
The 
